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Words in Action!

Hello everyone! I hope that the new term has
started well for everyone, especially if you have
gone to a new school!
This edition of the newsletter has lots of really
interesting information about stories, poems, books
and writing.
Did you know there are 36 libraries in West Sussex?! To ﬁnd
out about the services available to children with special needs
turn over to pages 2 and 3. Chris North has been running
Poetry workshops in four schools across the county and on
pages 4 to 6 you can ﬁnd out what happened, read two poems
created by children in the sessions as well as some ideas about
how to make up your own poems! A big thank you to Chris for
making these workshops come to life! Becky Edwards is a local
children’s author who has given lots of inspiring tips on story
writing on page 8. Another West Sussex parent is starting out
writing children’s books, ﬁnd out about her new idea on page
15. If you think your child may be dyslexic, page 7 has advice
on what to do and on page 10 there are some useful book titles
for families with autistic children. Children and Family Centres
across the county have new, improved provision through their
Hubs, more details on page 11. If you want to ﬁnd out why I
went to London in July and who wrote to thank me for a copy of
Wellspring, go to page 12 now!
If you have been inspired by this edition to write a poem or a
story, or even make a comic strip please send them in to us,
however long or short. We would love to print anything we
receive in the next edition.
We are now on Facebook so please ‘Like’
Wellspring West Sussex to keep up to
date!
Lizzie Baily
lizzie@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk
We would like to thank
the Clore Dufﬁeld Foundation
for funding our poetry project
– Lifting Poetry off the Page.
See pages 4-6 for more details
of this successful project.
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West Sussex Library Services

Working with special needs children and
young people is an ongoing project for
West Sussex Libraries and we strive to
cater for everyone’s individual needs.
Over the past few years the Children’s
team has particularly focused on
working with targeted groups of children
& young people supported by money
funded initially through the “Aiming
High” project and later the “Short Breaks
for Disabled Children” service. These
projects have enabled us to establish
services and resources which are
available for everyone to
access.
Multi-Sensory stories, also
know as “Bag Books”, are
designed to be used with
children who have profound
and multiple learning
disabilities (PMLD) or visual
impairment. Boxes contain a script
and a series of interactive ‘pages’ for
children and young people to share with
a parent, carer or sibling. These stories
are fantastic for engaging children with
PMLD and are a way for parents with
multiple children to share stories as a
family. The Matilda box is the ﬁrst one
to be based on a story and has props
and interactions to bring the well loved
Roald Dahl book to life. We have multisensory storytimes called ‘Story Magic’
once a month at two of our biggest
libraries and are hoping to increase this
capacity later in the year.
In Crawley and Chichester libraries
we use the multi-sensory stories on
a monthly basis during our Story
Magic sessions. These storytimes are
designed to be inclusive for children
who may beneﬁt from the multi-sensory

format, but are open for all children;
often families will attend all as a group
so that siblings can enjoy the stories
together. Details for these, and any
other library events, can be found on
our website www.westsussex.gov.
uk/libraries.
Chichester Story Magic – First Saturday
of each month, 10.45-11.45am
Crawley Story Magic – First Saturday of
each month, 2.30-3.15pm
The Library service has a
wide range of resources
for disabled children
including large print books,
dyslexia friendly books
and interactive picture
books with ﬂaps, noise
and puppets. We have
recently purchased picture
books which have been transcribed into
Giant Print & Braille by the company
“Access2Books”. These have proven
very successful, not only for visually
impaired children, but for adults who
wish to share stories but have struggled
due to their own visual impairment. We
also have a large selection of books on
CD, some of which come with books,
and Playaway audiobooks which are
MP3 players preloaded with a story.
We also have large print books available
for children and teens.
Find the details of your local library
here www.westsussex.gov.uk/leisure/
libraries/your_local_library/ﬁnd_
your_local_library.aspx
Kerry Brookes
Head of Children’s Library Services,
Chichester District
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Storytelling – bringing stories to life
We all love sharing stories and reading
books together. It’s a chance to enter
another world where our imagination
can take hold. But have you thought
about storytelling? Listening to a story
being told can be a different activity
altogether and enjoyable on several
levels. Children can sit back and let
the storyteller’s words drift over them
or take an active part in telling the story
themselves with the use of a variety of
multi-sensory props/objects.
If you want to try telling
stories with your child, start
by ﬁnding a quiet comfy
place to sit. If there are
several of you, sit in a circle
so you have more of a sense
of sharing the story with
everyone. Speak more slowly, and in
a slightly louder voice than usual but
do vary the speed, pace and volume
as you tell the story, and don’t be
afraid to leave space between sounds
to create an atmosphere. Use your
hands, shoulders and body gestures
to help you tell the story and look
out for smiles, eye-contact and body
movements from the children indicating
their enjoyment.
You can use toys and everyday objects
to represent the characters and events
and to bring an extra dimension to
the stories. Choose things that will
give a different sensory experience:
include a variety of sounds, musical or
otherwise, some tactile items, bright
colours, reﬂective surfaces, a strong
smell, maybe a few drops of water. On
a simple level you could use a soft toy
or puppet and a shaker or tambourine
to tell a story about an animal, but if
you’re feeling more conﬁdent you can
incorporate sandpaper, hamster wheels,

bicycle bells, water pistols (and towels!)
to represent a beach, the fairground, a
rainy day…the possibilities are endless.
In the library we use Bag Books multisensory story boxes for our Story Magic
sessions. The boxes contain a script
and a number of interactive pages
with different sensory experiences to
represent different parts of the story.
They are ideal for parents and carers to
share with children and young people
who have varying disabilities and they
also work really well with
small groups. Each child
gets a chance to feel or
experience the sensory
page as we tell the story,
repeating the words for
everyone in turn, and they
all enjoy the spectacle and anticipation
as the others take their turn at switching
on the fairy lights, feeling a veil waft
over them or maybe having something
gently tickle them. Most of the stories
are suitable for all age groups but
some, such as ‘The Haircut’ and ‘The
Match’ are aimed more at teenagers.
If you haven’t used them before
contact your local library to ask for a
demonstration. They are great fun,
easy to use, and a list of all the titles
available for loan can be found on the
library website. Alternatively, gather
a few props together to tell your own
version of your favourite story. If you
enjoyed the animated ﬁlm of ‘Room on
the Broom’ on TV last Christmas now
is the perfect time to ﬁnd a broomstick,
wand and witch’s hat and tell your own
version of the Julia Donaldson classic.

Kim Tucker
Children’s Librarian
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Lifting Poetry off the Page

Communication is at the core of everything
we do and are. Without communication, even
information is worthless.

of sounds take on their own form – in
‘Lifemusic’ terms ‘the holding form’. Music can
communicate anything!

Poetry is a wonderful vehicle for
communication; it’s broad in its scope, can
be heart warming, uplifting, moving, a way for
us to express ourselves and fun! I wanted
to use poetry as a means of communication,
expression and enjoyment for disabled
children and young people inclusively and to
provide them with opportunities to explore and
experience their own and other’s ‘different
voices’ .

St. Anthony’s School in Chichester was the
ﬁrst school I worked in with 3 classes and
the ﬁrst poem we chose in the ﬁrst class was
‘James Bond’s Car’; very topical with the recent
screening of ‘Skyfall’ and a dramatic subject for
teenagers. It’s a great poem because there’s
repetition and rhythm which build up until the
climax in the last verse.

Wellspring successfully applied for a grant from
the Clore Dufﬁeld Foundation to enable me
and ‘Freedom Through Fun’ to
provide ‘Lifting Poetry Off the
Page!’ Workshops for disabled
children and young people
in 4 Schools across West
Sussex.
Poetry is something we can
create for ourselves or enjoy
listening to when written by
others. Poetry doesn’t have to use just words
but sounds and noises, splashing water in a
bowl; the sound of an ocean drum; a bicycle
horn – the possibilities are endless.
For this project my vision was to use multimedia – fabrics, costumes, music, sound,
lighting, augmentative communication, the
senses – to make poems live, to give them life.
Central to everything was that the Workshops
should be accessible to all and be an
experience which all participants could enjoy,
contribute to and celebrate!
As well as the poems we used musical
instruments and sounds to explore the theme.
I’ve been a ‘Lifemusic’ Practitioner for three
years and the precepts of the ‘Lifemusic’
approach are that we are all musicians; there
are no wrong notes; every sound
has a meaning. The music leads
us and it’s always amazing how
the shape and kaleidoscope

The ﬁrst verse says
“So this you say was James Bond‛s car
Did you get it from a dealer?
I love the feel of the steering wheel.
Don‛t touch that lever!”
There are four verses and the
last one ends:
Don‛t touch that
AAAAAaaaaaaahhhhhh!!!!”
From the start the young
people were full of imaginative
ideas on how to bring the poem
to life. Together we came up with the story
around the poem. Using a C.D. of the James
Bond theme we all became James Bond,
moving warily around the classroom. The
scene then changed to a Disco and the grand
prize was – James Bond’s Car!
As the disco got underway everyone danced
‘like there was no tomorrow’, having created
their own characters from the costumes I’d
taken along. Then the announcement, “And
the winner of the James Bond Car is… Carly!”
Then straight into the poem itself.
The children also adapted and wrote their own
poems using the initial work as a starting point.
In the *four schools I worked in I used ‘James
Bond’s Car’; adapted one I called ‘Hercules
the Handsome’; ‘Pow!erful Sound Effects’;
‘Dinosaur Party’; and one I
wrote myself ‘Go For Beaufort!’
because the class was working
on that as a topic.
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Poetry can be very ﬂexible and have a life of its
own. It doesn’t have to be in rhyming couplets;
doesn’t have to be made up of several verses.
Poetry in its broadest sense can provide all of
us with a means of capturing something ‘in a
nutshell’ or take us to other worlds and places
in time.
On the C.B.B.C. website there are two quotes
about poetry which I like very much. “Many
poems use words to paint a picture in your
head” and “If normal sentences are
orange squash, poetry is the syrup
before it’s diluted”.
I believe poetry lends itself to being
enjoyed by children and families at
home too; poems already written
and those made up along the
way. Here are one or two ideas as
starting points.
Making up poems on your own or together
It’s Monday afternoon and I’m sitting here
looking out on my garden with a laptop on my
lap!
I’m calling my poem :
‘My Noisy Monday !‛
Drip, drip, drip of the
tap.
Whirr, whirr, whirr of the refrigerator.
SsssSSSsshhhHHHhhh of the wind blowing
through the trees.
Creak, creak of a door.
Coo, coo, coo; coo,coo, coo pigeons in the
branches.
Click, click, click click click click clack of my
ﬁngers on the keys.
Yes it‛s my....
NOISY MONDAY !
The world of the senses is rich with possible
ideas for a poem which can be written in the
moment.
Fill a box with an assortment of noisy objects: a
whistle; a box of biscuits; two pieces of wood; a
tin can and dried peas; brown wrapping paper
etc. etc. Think about the sounds they make
and note the words. Maybe think about who the
sound belongs to; the whistle might belong to
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a referee or a teacher. The tin can and dried
peas might be footsteps. The poem might
simply be a record of the sounds themselves
or become a story of something which has
happened.
You could record the poem in some way;
writing it down or as a sound recording kept as
memories of something done through the year.
*The schools I provided my Poetry Workshops
at were:
• St Anthony’s School, Chichester
• Queen Elizabeth 11 Silver Jubilee
School, Horsham
• LVS School, Hassocks (visit
the ‘Lifting Poetry Off the Page’
webpage on www.lvs-hassocks.org.
uk/news/2013/01/poetry_is_fun_at_lvs to
see some of students’ poetry work at
LVS)
• West Park First & Middle School, Worthing
Just 2 of the comments from the children and
young people:
“It made my imagination explode it was
amazing!”
“I had a great time your activities were
SOOO FUN!”
View the ‘Lifemusic’ website:
http://lifemusicmethod.blogspot.cz/p/
welcome-to-lifemusic.html
I can highly recommend two books of poems:
“Read Me Out Loud!” A poem to rap, chant,
whisper or shout” chosen by Nick Toczek and
Paul Cookson
“The Works” Every kind of poem you will
need in School by Paul Cookson
So have fun, let your imaginations explode and
‘Lift Your Poems off the Page!”
Chris North
‘Freedom Through Fun’
www.freedomthroughfun.co.uk
The photos show a class of 10 year olds from West Park
C.E First & Middle School having fun putting energy and
imagination into the poem “Go For Beaufort “.
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Children’s Poems

This poem was written by Dolphins Class
at the Chichester Library’s ‘Chatterbox’ time on
May 1st 2013.

We played with bowls of water and listened to
the sounds we made and what the water felt
like. We then tried out different ways of making
sounds by playing with brown wrapping paper.
We wrote down the words to make our
‘Dolphins’ Sound Effects Poem’:
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SCIENCE LAB ARGUMENT !

Adapted by some of the year 9 students at
St Anthony’s School, Chichester from a poem
by Andy Seed

I‛m the best Wizard
No you‛re not !

Tap

I do more work than you.
No you don‛t !

Whack
Splash

You‛ve got my wand.
No I haven‛t !

Rain

You broke my test tube.
No I didn‛t !
Did!
Didn‛t!
Did!
Didn‛t!

Bubbles
Swimming Pool
Splish
Drip drip
Flick
Drink
Soggy
Liquid
Dribble
Flicking
Earthquake!
Thunder!
Crinkle
Rustle
Crunch
Crumbly
Crunchy
These are the sounds
of our Chatterbox Poem!
A big ‘well done‛ to everyone for making
a brilliant sound effects poem!

You should be in the Science Lab.
No I shouldn‛t !
I do better experiments than you.
No you don‛t !
You haven‛t got your
yo Science
Equipment.
Yes I have !
You don‛t know what to do.
Yes I do !
You won‛t come on the Science trip.
Yes I will !
You shouldn‛t be in the Science Lab.,
Yes I should !
Shouldn‛t !
Should !
Shouldn‛t !
Should !
You‛re always arguing.
NO I‛M NOT !!
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Dyslexia Support

If you think your child may be dyslexic, the
British Dyslexia Association website has a list
of factors to look at. If a child has several of
these indications, further investigation should
be made. The child may be dyslexic, or there
may be other reasons.
There are many persisting factors in dyslexia,
which can appear from an early age. They
will still be noticeable when the dyslexic child
leaves school.

Getting Help for Your Child
You will need to talk to your child’s school
about providing suitable help and support.
If the school has a good understanding of
dyslexia and adequate funding, it may not be
necessary to go through all the stages below.
In other cases, you may need to
take a more active approach to
get the help you need. You should
always discuss with the school
what you intend to do – because in the end it
is the school which will have to implement any
action plan.
1. Speak to the class teacher (primary) or head
of year (secondary) and tell them about your
concerns and why you think your child might
be dyslexic. They may be able to identify
support that your child needs and ﬁnd ways of
providing it.
2. Contact your local dyslexia association (see
website for details).
3. If you still have concerns after meeting with
the class teacher, make an appointment with
the Special Educational Needs Coordinator
(SENCO) at your child’s school. The SEN
Code of Practice (2002) requires schools
to provide appropriate support so that all
children have the opportunity to beneﬁt from
an inclusive education. In line with the Code
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of Practice, the SENCO should create an
Individual Education Plan, setting out the
steps which the school will take to provide
appropriate support for your child’s needs.
Dyslexia is a recognised difﬁculty under the
Equality Act 2010.
4. Once the school has established an
Individual Education Plan, you should expect
to have regular meetings with the school
(perhaps once a term) to monitor progress.
If all goes well, your child should now receive
appropriate help and support. If, however, the
Individual Education Plan is not working or,
for some reason, is not properly implemented,
it may be necessary to get a full assessment
by an educational psychologist, or a suitably
qualiﬁed teacher.
5. You could request that an
educational psychologist at the
Local Education Authority (LEA)
does a formal assessment. If the school is
unwilling to refer your child, you can apply for
this yourself direct or get help from the Parent
Partnership Ofﬁcer at the LEA.
6. Once you have an assessment, meet with
the SENCO and discuss the ﬁndings of the
report. The report should form the basis for an
action plan to help your child. If you continue
to have difﬁculty getting the school to provide
adequate support, you may need to enlist
the help of the school governor in charge of
Special Needs. With a diagnosed disability,
your child would be entitled to reasonable
support at school under the Equality Act 2010.
Information taken from British Dyslexia
Association
www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/about-dyslexia/
parents/indications-of-dyslexia.html

New Sports Club

NEW CLUB OPENING for children with disabilities and their families
at The Arena Sports Centre, Bognor Regis! Sessions include activities such as
Rock Climbing, Trampolining, Martial Arts, Swimming, Swimming Lessons and much more!
Saturdays from 3:30 to 5:30! (1st hour dry side activities, 2nd hour in the pool)
New disabled changing facilities complete with automatic changing table, ceiling mounted
hoist and shower as well as a new ‘dipper‛ chair hoist for easy access into the water!
Thanks to WSCC and ‘Short Breaks for Disabled Children‛.
For more information please contact Stacey on 01243 870000
Email: shewson@theregisschool.co.uk www.arenasportscentre.co.uk/Kids/Bizzy-Bodies
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Just Write

Something that I always tell kids, whatever
their age, ability or passion, is that
everyone has a story inside them – and it’s
true. Children have nearly always done
the hardest part of being an author: they’ve
had the idea. What they sometimes ﬁnd
hard, is writing that idea down and turning
it into a story everyone can read. If you
have a disability this can be even harder.
But there are lots of ways that an idea can
be turned into a story, even if you can’t
hold a pen or concentrate for more than a
few minutes.
So here are some ideas and
tips that might help.
• Remember: stories don’t
have to be told or written in
words.
Stories can be told in
pictures or comic strips.
Sometimes children who
don’t like writing, are brilliant
at drawing. Get them to add
“speech bubbles,” to their
characters. Even reluctant
writers quite enjoy thinking
of just one or two words or
sounds their character might
be making and it really can enhance the
story.
• Act as a scribe - children often confuse
writing stories with grammar, punctuation
and writing practice. If a parent/carer/
teacher writes down their ideas for them
and they see their story coming to life,
they will begin to enjoy being an author
and might even start writing a little bit of it
themselves.
• Don’t worry about grammar or
punctuation mistakes. Children sometimes
get so worried about when to use a capital
letter or putting a comma in the right place
that they become too scared to try writing
anything. Grammar and punctuation can
always be corrected but an idea that has
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been forgotten because it wasn’t written
down, is lost forever.
• Choose the colour and size of the paper
you or your child want to write on and what
colour ink or pen you want to use. Some
story ideas are so big that they won’t ﬁt
onto a regular sized piece of paper! But
some people, especially boys, ﬁnd the idea
of having to ﬁll a whole blank page with
words very scary - but writing on a post-it
is ﬁne! And if your main character is a fairy
you might want to write in pink, sparkly
ink, if it’s a man-eating monster, blood red
might be better!
• Use a computer if that is
what you or your child ﬁnds
easiest. Many people now
ﬁnd it much easier to write
on a computer, especially if
holding a pen is physically
challenging. But if you are
using a computer, it’s worth
thinking about font colour
and size. If a piece of writing
looks different from the
normal “black and white”, of
every day screens, children
have more ownership of
what they are creating.
• A story doesn’t have to
be long. There are some amazing 6 word
stories! What is important is the length
but that it has a beginning, a middle and
an end. Children and adults (me included)
often start stories but don’t ﬁnish them. Try
and talk with your child before they start
writing. Discuss what is going to happen
in the story and ask how it’s going to end.
Just talking about it will make it easier to
write, give it a better structure and stop
writer’s block.
• If you get stuck, try taking one of the
characters and making them more real.
Children could draw them and try and
think what their favourite food is, if they
have any brothers and sisters, what their
favourite TV programme is, whether they
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are happy or grumpy… It’s fun and makes
the character stronger when you put it back
into the story.
• If you or child ﬁnd it hard to think of
a plot, it is ﬁne to use a story or even
computer game as a starting point. Try
putting the character from a computer
game in a different situation. What would
happen if they came to your house for
lunch! For children who ﬁnd imaginative
play difﬁcult, thinking of a story from
scratch is very hard. Using a computer
character can really help children on the
ASD spectrum to create a story.
• Don’t rub out or delete - sometimes
when you are writing, you change your
mind about a word
or a character or an
idea. But later, you
might change your
mind. So just put a
line through things on
a page or save them
in a separate ﬁle on a
computer. That way,
if you need to come
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back to them later, they are still there.
(My notepads are mostly full of crossed-out
words!)
• DON’T GIVE UP- there is no such thing
as a bad story idea. So Just Write!
Becky Edwards is hoping to launch an
interactive story writing blog for children
soon. Watch this space!
Becky has written 4 children’s books so
far: My Brother Sammy, My Cat Charlie,
My First Day at Nursery and The Most
Precious Present in the World.
She runs writing workshops in primary,
secondary and special
needs school.
She also writes a blog:
walkingnormally.
blogspot.com

Acquired Brain Injury support group

As a parent of a child or young person with ABI in West Sussex, or as a family
member of an adult with ABI in West Sussex…..are you getting the support you
feel you need?
Can you help us to help you?!!?
We would like to talk to parents and families to ﬁnd
out what extra support you might need…..
Do you struggle to manage??
Do your other children ﬁnd it difﬁcult??
Are you feeling isolated??
Would you like to talk to other local parents in a
similar situation??
If so, then we would like to hear from you.
Please call - Holly Simmonds on: 07814 887587
Email: holly.simmonds@caremark.co.uk
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Useful Books

The Asperkid’s (Secret) Book of Social Rules
The Handbook of Not-So-Obvious Social
Guidelines for Tweens and Teens with
Asperger Syndrome
Jennifer Cook O’Toole 2012,
Paperback: £13.99
Being a teen or tween isn’t easy for anyone
but it can be especially tough for Asperkids.
Jennifer O’Toole knows; she was one! This
book is a top secret guide to all of the hidden
social rules in life that often seem strange
and confusing to young people with Asperger
syndrome.

Freaks, Geeks and Asperger Syndrome
A User Guide to Adolescence
Luke Jackson 2002, Paperback: £12.99
Have you ever been called a freak or a geek?
Have you ever felt like one? Luke Jackson
is 13 years old and has Asperger Syndrome.
Over the years Luke has learned to laugh at
such names but there are other aspects of life
which are more difﬁcult.
Letters to the Home Front - Positive Thoughts
and Ideas for Parents Bringing Up Children
with Developmental Disabilities, Particularly
those with an Autism Spectrum Disorder
John Clements, Paperback: £9.99
Looks at a range of issues from the parents’
point of view - from whether their child really
loves them, to challenging received wisdom
on matters such as sensory integration and
boarding school. The author’s many decades
of experience of working with families provide
the basis for this practical support and help in
thinking about and approaching some of the
most difﬁcult and intractable issues.
Social Skills for Teenagers and Adults with
Asperger Syndrome - A Practical Guide to
Day-to-Day Life
Nancy J. Patrick 2008, Paperback: £13.99
Provides practical strategies for helping
teenagers and adults with Asperger Syndrome
to navigate social skills, friendships and
relationships at home and in the community.
The author offers advice and useful strategies
for tackling day-to-day problems such as visits
to the dentist or the doctor, searching for a job,
sorting out personal ﬁnances, going on holiday.
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COMING SOON!

Been There. Done That. Try This!
An Aspie’s Guide to Life on Earth
Edited by Tony Attwood, Craig Evans
and Anita Lesko Paperback: £14.99
Launching a mentorship movement within
the autism community to help each other ﬁnd
success, this is an inspirational guide to life by
Aspies for Aspies.
Can I tell you about Autism?
A guide for friends, family and professionals
Jude Welton, Paperback: £7.99
Tom invites readers to learn about autism
from his perspective, helping them to
understand what it is and explaining the
challenges he faces with issues such as
social communication, sensory overload and
changes in his routine. Ideally suited for
readers aged 7 and upwards, and will be an
excellent way to increase understanding about
autism, in the classroom or at home. Also
includes clear, useful information for parents
and professionals.
Part of the “Can I tell you about…” series.
Other titles include ADHD, Asperger’s,
Cerebral Palsy, Epilepsy & Tourette’s.
The Conversation Train - A Visual Approach
to Conversation for Children on the Autism
Spectrum
Joel Shaul, Paperback: £12.99
This inventive colour picture book uses the
metaphor of a train to teach basic conventions
of conversation to children with autism
spectrum disorders (ASDs). This highly visual
approach to conversation is ideally suited to
children with ASDs aged approximately 5-13.
All titles available from
Jessica Kingsley Publishers,
73 Collier Street, London N1 9BE
Tel: 020 7833 2307
Email: post@jkp.com
www.jkp.com
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Children’s Centre Hubs

Children’s Centre Hubs – new, improved
provision for children with additional needs
and their families.
The Early Childhood Service in West Sussex
is proud to announce the launch of Children’s
Centre Hubs for children with additional needs
and their families.
The Hubs will offer groups speciﬁcally for
children with additional needs, provide access
to multidisciplinary therapies, offer beneﬁts
advice, including disability related beneﬁts and
provide access to sensory toy libraries.
But most of all, we hope that they will be
a place where families with children with
additional needs feel at home, welcome,
supported and listened to.

There have always been a lot of
understandable reasons why parents of
children with additional needs have not
wanted to join groups. They often feel judged
or ostracized because their child is different
or doesn’t conform or is not reaching their
developmental goals. Sometimes the physical
and emotional effort of leaving the house is just
too much. Hopefully the new Hubs will help
to change all this by offering support, advice
or just a cup of tea and the chance for a chat.
The Hubs are all wheelchair accessible and are
open every week day and some weekends.
Being inclusive is not about adapting
environments to suit speciﬁc children or adults
but about making everywhere accessible to
everyone all the time. Like all new ideas, Hubs
will take time to develop and grow. We need
the help of children with additional needs and
their families to make this happen.
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So why not check out your local Children’s
Centre Hub, or drop into any Children’s Centre
near you, to ﬁnd out more.
Your local Hub:
• Bognor Nursery School Children and
Family Centre, 85 Victoria Drive, Bognor
Regis, PO21 2TB Tel: 01243 642924
• Boundstone Nursery School, Children
and Family Centre, Upper Boundstone Lane,
Lancing BN15 9QY Tel: 01903 276850
• Chichester Nursery School, Children and
Family Centre, St James Road, Chichester,
PO19 7AB Tel: 01243 642950
• Durrington Children and Family Centre,
81 Salvington Rd, Worthing, BN13 2JD
Tel: 01903 276888
• East Preston Children and Family Centre,
92 St Mary’s Drive, East Preston, BN16 1JB
Tel: 01903 270470
NEW! Skylarks Sensory Play & Learn
for children aged 0-6years.
From 26th November, 1.00-2.30pm
• Horsham Nursery School, Children and
Family Centre, Harwood Road, Horsham
RH13 5UT Tel: 01403 224444
• Langley Green Children and Family
Centre, Langley Green Primary School,
Langley Drive, Langley Green, Crawley,
RH11 7PF Tel: 01293 518656
• Sidney West Children and Family Centre,
Sidney West Community Centre,
Leylands Road,
Burgess Hill
RH15 8HS
Tel: 01444 255493

New SCOPE Service

Scope is offering support to families and disabled children. This gives young people the
chance to try something new, while parents and carers take a break. Our friendly team
supports children aged 5 to 18 years old for a few hours a day or in the evening. We can also
offer longer support, e.g. during the school holidays and at weekends. Activities can include
swimming, bowling, horse riding and trips – the choice is yours. Support can be provided 1:1
or with the family, such as accompanying you in the home or on days out. Part funded by
WSCC, enabling us to offer qualiﬁed professional support for only £2.50 per hour.
For more information contact Service Manager Rodney Jacquest
Tel: 01273 695675 Email: rodney.jacquest@scope.org.uk
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Disability Conﬁdent

My last article was about my “Role Models
Inspire” ﬁlm. In May, a professional ﬁlm
crew came to my school and interviewed
me about disability employment. Mr Bell
our Head Teacher, was also interviewed.
Three of the children I teach were were
very excited to be involved too. The ﬁlm
was shown at a government led conference
which I attended in July. A week before the
conference I received a phone call from
one of my contacts at the DWP to conﬁrm
that I would be attending the conference
to tell me that I would be put up in a hotel
the night before,
as well as giving
me some exciting
information that
I had to keep
secret…

WELLSPRING
-WEST SUSSEX-

disabilities, who were also part of the Role
Models campaign. After quite a long and
nervous wait, David Cameron suddenly
ﬁlled the doorway; he was much taller than
I had imagined! The Minister for Disabled
People, Esther McVey, was also with him.
He shook all of our hands before sitting
down next to me and then asked each of us
to tell him about ourselves. I was the fourth
one, so while the others were talking I had
time to think what to say and hope that I
didn’t lose my voice. Luckily I didn’t and I
was able to tell the PM about my teaching
work – he was very
interested and very
encouraging. The
whole time I was
talking to him, I
felt he was totally
focussed on what I
I went up to
was telling him and
London with my
that he was really
father and my
listening. After
brother George
the meeting we all
and we stayed
started to leave
at the Novotel
the room, but were
Waterloo. Our
asked to go back to
rooms were on the
our places as Iain
Lizzie telling the Prime Minister
top ﬂoor; they were amazing
Duncan-Smith was coming
about her teaching work.
and we had fantastic views
to meet us too. He came
from both windows. I found it quite hard to
and said hello and spoke to us as a group
sleep because of the heat, street noise and to thank us for all the different work we are
lights, hearing Big Ben chiming every 15
doing. As we were leaving for the second
minutes and the anticipation and excitement time Sarah came and found me, as she had
about the next day!
remembered that I had wanted to give the
Prime Minister a copy of Wellspring, which
We had to get up at 6am in order to get
she said she would make sure he received.
a taxi to the QE2 Conference Centre at
7.30am. When we arrived I met a lady
The conference was opened by Esther
called Sarah who took me to another room
McVey, who then handed over to the PM,
and told me what would happen shortly.
who made the ﬁrst speech and launched
After I’d spoken to her, George asked
the Disability Conﬁdent campaign. I
me: “Who exactly are you meeting?” and
couldn’t believe I was actually hearing him
I told him: “the Prime Minister!” He was
speak live rather than watching him on the
very surprised as I had not let my secret
news. His speech was very heartfelt and
out!! I was directed to sit in a semi-circle
he referred to his own experiences with his
of chairs with four other men with different
son Ivan.

WELLSPRING
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The whole day was hosted by the BBC
Security Correspondent, Frank Gardner,
who is himself disabled, as he was shot
in Saudi Arabia in 2004. He is someone
I have always been very interested in on
the news, so this was another amazing
part of the day for me. I thought he was
incredible; very focussed and able to freely
switch between his scripted cards and
talking from his own experiences, as well
as hosting the panel sessions.
After the morning break, the ﬁlm about my
work was shown on the big screen. I had
no idea what it was going
to be like, but I was really
pleased with the results.
It was lovely to see the
children I worked with (in
the ﬁlm), when I felt I was
in such a different world
that day! After the ﬁlm
Frank pointed me out in the
audience and thanked me
for my work.
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pavement and step, so I was then able to
enter easily. As I went in I looked up at the
“10” and felt as if I were in a dream. We
were taken to the famous staircase where
all the pictures of past prime ministers line
the walls and we were given drinks and
biscuits in the Cabinet Room where I sat in
the PM’s place at the green table! As we
left we bumped into Sarah again, who was
very surprised to see me and was able to
show me some of the press photos from
the PM’s meeting. We went out through
the front door and all had our photos taken
with the closed door behind us.

In August I received
a personal letter from
the Prime Minister to
thank me for the copy of
Wellspring. He said “I was
delighted to receive a
copy of the newsletter,
which is incredibly
comprehensive and
professionally produced.
The newsletter covers
At the end of the
some incredibly
conference I wanted to
important issues and
meet Frank Gardner, as
I am sure that readers
I had found him such
will learn a lot from the
an amazing host of the
Outside the famous door!
publication.” The letter really
day. There were lots of other
was the ‘icing on the cake’
people also waiting so I had to
queue up - then he started wheeling away! after such an incredible time on the day of
Luckily George caught up with him and we the conference!
had a good conversation.

As I was leaving the conference centre a
lady with a hearing impairment came to talk
to me as she had so enjoyed my ﬁlm. She
said it had encouraged her to follow her
ambition to work in a school. I wished her
good luck and told her what a fulﬁlling job it
is.
After the conference, we were very lucky
to be given a guided tour of 10 Downing
Street by my friend Joanna who works
inside. As we approached the front door,
ramps were being put in place on the

I am looking forward to following the
progress of the Disability Conﬁdent
Campaign. I hope that employers will
recognise the importance of disabled
people in the workplace and young people
with disabilities will be able to reach their
full potential.
To watch the ﬁlm about my work, search
YouTube for “Disability Conﬁdent Lizzie
Baily”.
Lizzie Baily
lizzie@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk
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Carers’ Allowance & Working Tax Credit

From 1st October the National Minimum
Wage for those aged 21 and over will rise
to £6.31 per week. This means a carer
working 16 hours a week will have earnings
of £100.96 per week. Because their
earnings will be 96p over the threshold of
£100, they are at risk of losing all of their
carer’s allowance.
The obvious solution for a parent in this
position may appear to be to cut their
hours. However depending on your
circumstances, cutting your hours to
below 16 per week could mean you no
longer qualify for working tax credit. This
is particularly likely if that carer is a lone
parent.
If you think this will affect you, seek further
advice urgently about whether there are
any deductions that can be made from
your earnings to help you retain carer’s
allowance. It’s important to be aware that
when calculating your earnings for carer’s
allowance, the Department of Work and
Pensions will make certain deductions from
your gross earnings. This can include not

only tax and national insurance, which you
are unlikely to pay on such low earnings,
but also:
• alternative care costs - for example
paying someone to look after your child
whilst you are at work. There is a cap on
the maximum amount that can be deducted
in this way. There is no need for the
caring to be done by a registered childcare
provider. It can be counted so long as you
pay someone other than a close relative; or
• 50 per cent of any pension contributions
that you make into a work or personal
pension.
So for example, if you are paying £2 per
week into a pension scheme you can
deduct £1 from your earnings. If your
actual earnings are £100.97 per week you
would be treated as having earnings of
£99.97, allowing your carer’s allowance to
continue.

A new beneﬁt called personal
independence payment is replacing
disability living allowance (DLA) for adults
aged 16-64. Initially it only applies to those
making a new claim but it will also start to
replace existing DLA claims from October
2013. DLA will continue as a separate
beneﬁt for those children that are under 16.
When will PIP be introduced?
• From June 2013 - it will apply to all new
claims by disabled adults over 16 years.
• October 2013 - From 28 October adults
over sixteen whose existing award is
coming to an end, or who report a change
of circumstances will be reassessed
under the PIP system. DLA claimants who
turn 16 on or after 7 October will also be
reassessed under PIP.
• October 2015 - all other adults claiming
DLA are expected to be re-assessed for

PIP from October 2015 onwards.
These dates apply in England, Scotland
and Wales

Information taken from Contact a Family
www.cafamily.org.uk/news-and-media/nationalminimum-wage-rise-may-be-bad-news-for-somecarers

Personal Independence payment
Contact a Family’s latest updated parent
guides include:
• Money when your child reaches 16 years
of age
• Disabled Children’s Services in England
• A tax credit guide for self-employed
parents (online only)
Parents can order a free copy of printed guides from our
freephone helpline on 0808 808 3555
www.cafamily.org.uk
Information taken from Contact a Family www.cafamily.
org.uk/know-your-rights/beneﬁts-and-tax-credits/
personal-independence-payment/
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A Sweet Adventure

The magical little sharing book!
Sumptuous imagery, delicious rhyme,
uniquely designed to enrich shared
reading.
A special treat!
It‛s pretty hectic in our house! We‛ve got
three boys, Milo (5) and identical twins Hugo
and Donnie (2). With the boys all
close in age, it‛s all about sharing
and that‛s where my idea for the
book came from. We usually read
together, the boys either side of
me, but I noticed that sometimes
with ordinary books, participation
was awkward since they were
looking at different things at one time.
I wondered how we could read a book
together so that each child had the same
information in front of them at the same
time. Then they could truly share it and
discuss it with each other. That‛s when I
thought of simply having the same page on
each side! I couldn‛t ﬁnd a book designed
like this to buy, so I decided to write
and create one myself, just for my boys.
So, during nap times, evenings and with
grandma‛s help with the children, I began on
A Sweet Adventure!
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Pre-kids I was a therapist and specialised
in working with children. I‛ve also always
been passionate about writing. So, using a
combination of professional knowledge and
creative ﬂair I decided to write something
in the vain of my favourite story, Alice in
Wonderland. I love the idea of entering
another world, a magical one. I wanted
to keep it short and sweet so I wrote
it in traditional rhyme but I wanted
the imagery to be beautiful for
children to explore time and time again.
I can paint and draw but my style is
ﬁne art (a hobby really), and I was
after a contemporary feel, so I looked
for someone else to illustrate my story.
To meet the demands that I now have of
people wanting this book I need to raise the
funds to cover the cost of a small print run.
It is my ambition to have a stock to donate
to primary schools too and I have committed
to facilitating readings in schools. I also aim
to utilise my skills as a therapist and work
with vulnerable kids and my book.
To ﬁnd out more about the project go to
www.kickstarter.com/projects/565860191/
a-sweet-adventure
Tara Cresswell

Advertisments
R2R Tuition

Private Individual Social Skills Tuition for Children and Young People
Practical advice at your home for your child and support for you too. I believe
I offer a unique and special service to parents and families at home. I use play
based games, pictures and stories to demonstrate to children what is good
social etiquette and behaviour. I am able to break down barriers that exist
to a child with an autistic spectrum condition, allowing him or her to integrate
more easily into school and everyday family life.
(Conﬁdentiality Assured)
Corrine Gould
Tel: 01444 459380
Email: info@r2rtuition.co.uk
www.r2rtuition.co.uk
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Just Wills
If you have a child with a disability there may be times when you have wondered about what
to do to secure your child‛s future if anything happens to you. You may know what you want to
happen but don‛t know which way to go about doing it.
The right will and trust can help
Writing Wills can be very simple. I can make it as easy as possible for you and guide you through
the process. Planning for the future gives a real sense of peace of mind.
Consultation includes advice on:
Included at no extra charge:
• Guardians – who would look after your
• Consultation and advice in your home
children until they are 18
• Executors – who would sort out your estate
My name is Phillip Henke and I have a disabled
• What you want to go to whom and when
son who is now 24 years old. I understand the
• Protecting assets
complexities involved with special needs and
• Special needs/disabled trusts
specialise in protecting assets. Having been
• Family protection Wills
a carer myself, I will always offer carers the
• Lifetime trusts
very best prices that I can.
• Funeral wishes
Tel: 01243 542189
• Inheritance tax
or 07777 664663
• Lasting Powers of Attorney
Email: phenke@justwills.co.uk

Private Physiotherapy treatment in your own home or clinic sessions
Gina Farmer MCSP
Chartered Physiotherapist
gina@physio4kids.org.uk
www.physio4kids.org.uk

physio

kids

Contact:
01243 376263
07711 826523

Charges apply. See website for details.

Please write to us at:
Wellspring West Sussex,
c/o 26 Goldsmith Road,
Worthing
West Sussex
BN14 8ER
info@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk

• Rehabilitation after Surgery • Co-ordination
Difﬁculties • Poor Posture
• Developmental Delay • Back Pain
• Muscle or Joint Pains also treated
• Please to call to discuss having blocks of
physiotherapy during school holidays

• I have invested in a LiteGait Trainer
in order to provide my patients with
the opportunity to access this type of
equipment. Patients can use the LiteGait
during treatment appointments with me,
and I also offer the option to hire it for
short periods of time for home use.

The next edition will be
Communicating Using Technology
If you would like to contribute any articles or letters to
this edition, please send or e-mail to us
by 31st January 2014.
Printed by Shanks Printers & Finishers: 01903 716442
Typeset and designed by Lizzie Baily:
lizzie@wellspringwestsussex.org.uk
The information here is for your guidance & is not a recommendation by
Wellspring West Sussex. Comments expressed within
Wellspring West Sussex do not necessarily reﬂect those of the
committee or the funding agencies.

Contact ICIS for information on services offering care, support or advice in West Sussex. Telephone: 0800 859929
e-mail: enquiries@icis-info4life.org.uk www.icis-info4life.org.uk

